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The next installment in New York Times bestselling author Mari Carr’s sizzling Big Easy series. Full
Position Though Bella Carper has crushed on Justin and Ned since her first day on the job, she's smart
enough to know a ménage with her hot bosses is probably number one on the list of workplace no-nos. But a
frigid genius wouldn't say no to their exceptionally tempting offer -- a no-holds-barred night of wicked
fantasies at a local sex club. Justin and Ned believe in propriety in the workplace, but falling for their sexy
graphic artist has blurred the line between professional and personal. These Big Easy men might surprise
their small-town girl with their bedroom habits. But the biggest shock could come the morning after...when
Bella discovers what they really want. Rough Draft Bestselling crime novelist Jett Lewis is stumbling over a
wicked case of writer’s block, his fast-flowing words having run dry. His publisher’s screaming “deadline”,
the fans are ready to riot, and Jett just wants to disappear. His friend Carissa suggests he get away, clear his
head…get laid. And she has just the ticket. Literally. Two passes to Eden, an exclusive island paradise.
Recently sans girlfriend, Jett convinces Carissa to go with him, and the resort is more than either of them
bargained for—especially when the simple beach trip turns to murder. Thrust into a plot sinister enough to
rival Jett’s books, the couple embarks on a search for the killer. The most shocking revelation of all might be
their mutual attraction…and how much Jett and Carissa love working undercover.
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From reader reviews:

Frances Feist:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive currently, people
have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and
notice through surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated that for a while is
reading. Yeah, by reading a reserve your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand than other is
high. For you personally who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this Big Easy Nights
book as nice and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Dennis Taylor:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their down time with
their family, or their very own friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, about to
beach, or picnic inside the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like
to something different to fill your free time/ holiday? May be reading a book might be option to fill your free
time/ holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you
want to attempt look for book, may be the publication untitled Big Easy Nights can be great book to read.
May be it might be best activity to you.

Heather Bly:

Beside this Big Easy Nights in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or facts.
The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from the oven so don't be worry if you feel
like an older people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Big Easy Nights because this book
offers to you readable information. Do you often have book but you rarely get what it's facts concerning. Oh
come on, that will not happen if you have this with your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be
questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss that? Find this book and also
read it from right now!

Bryant Davidson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got college students? We believe that that
question was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And
you also know that little person like reading or as reading through become their hobby. You should know
that reading is very important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you
knowledge, except your current teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update concerning something
by book. Many kinds of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is actually Big Easy Nights.
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